Arnold Constable
Fifth Ave. at 59th, New York - New Rochelle - tempered

Boys' WASHABLE SHIRT 'N' SLACKS

BONNET 8.50
SAILOR 8.50
BLOUSE, CLOCHE 8.50

Navy Blue Carmelletes
Step to the Fashion Fore

Sheers 10.95

Miss Fifth Avenue Jr.

Panamas are here!

On the summer scene, and in a distinctively new way — with a new style and a new importance. Sell your favorite panamas.

Part of a large collection at one price.

Millinery, Second Floor.

SILK & Sateenfaced* cotton
washed, brown, blue or tan

3.95

SILK & Shantung or solid colors
Silklined* cotton or canvas and rayon. 15 to 20.

1.95

*Free size. Some colors may be limited

Jams Claim Friendly Soviet Relations

San Francisco, May 15 (A. P.) — By generating all headlines in Germany with his recent broadcasts, Hitler has added another important weapon to his armament. His new radio show has been broadcast over all German stations, taking the place of the popular "Der Angriff." It is said that Hitler will use this medium to reach the German people directly, without the intervention of the hated "Botschaft," or Foreign Office.
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